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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing allows access to a common collection of computing resources, that can be easily
provisioned, configured as well as released on-demand with minimum cost and effort. OpenStack is
an open source cloud management platform aimed at providing private or public IaaS cloud on
standard hardware. Since, deploying OpenStack manually is tedious and time-consuming, there are
several tools that automate the deployment of OpenStack. Usually, cloud admins choose a tool based
on its level of automation, ease of use or interoperability with existing tools used by them. However,
another desired factor while choosing a deployment tool is its deployment speed. Cloud admins
cannot select based on this factor since, there is no previous work on the comparison of deployment
tools based on deployment time. This thesis aims to address this issue.
The main aim of the thesis is to evaluate the performance of OpenStack deployment tools with respect
to operating system provisioning and OpenStack deployment time, on physical servers. Furthermore,
the effect of varying number of nodes, OpenStack architecture deployed and resources (cores and
RAM) provided to deployment node on provisioning and deployment times, is also analyzed. Also,
the tools are classified based on stages of deployment and method of deploying OpenStack services.
In this thesis we evaluate the performance of MAAS, Foreman, Mirantis Fuel and Canonical
Autopilot.
The performance of the tools is measured via experimental research method. Operating system
provisioning time and OpenStack deployment times are measured while varying the number of nodes/
OpenStack architecture and resources provided to deployment node i.e. cores and RAM.
Results show that provisioning time of MAAS is less than Mirantis Fuel which is less than Foreman
for all node scenarios and resources cases considered. Furthermore, for all 3 tools as number of nodes
increases provisioning time increases. However, the amount of increase is lowest for MAAS than
Mirantis Fuel and Foreman. Similarly, results for bare metal OpenStack deployment time show that,
Canonical Autopilot outperforms Mirantis Fuel by a significant difference for all OpenStack scenarios
and resources cases considered. Furthermore, as number of nodes in an OpenStack scenario as well as
its complexity increases, the deployment time for both the tools increases.
From the research, it is concluded that MAAS and Canonical Autopilot perform better as provisioning
and bare metal OpenStack deployment tool respectively, than other tools that have been analyzed.
Furthermore, from the analysis it can be concluded that increase in number of nodes/ OpenStack
architecture, leads to an increase in both provisioning time and OpenStack deployment time for all the
tools. Finally, after analyzing the results the tools are classified based on the method of deploying
OpenStack services i.e. parallel or role-wise parallel.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing enables on-request provisioning of shared pool of configurable
computing resources such as CPU, memory, storage and bandwidth. It provides from
Infrastructure as a Service through to Software as a service over the Internet, on a
metered (pay-for-use) basis [1].
OpenStack is a cloud operating system [2], for managing and operating cloud
resources in public and private clouds. It consolidates and manages compute, storage,
and networking resources in the cloud. Furthermore, it provides a bundle of APIs that
give administrators control over the cloud while enabling their users to allocate
resources through a web interface. OpenStack provides a layer of abstraction from the
underlying hardware infrastructure and virtualization layers. It makes horizontal
scaling easy [2], which means applications that benefit from running concurrently can
easily serve more or less users on the fly by spinning up instances accordingly.
Deploying OpenStack manually is not recommended since it is complicated, time
consuming and requires knowledge of OpenStack and the operating system on which it
is being deployed [3]. There are a number of OpenStack deployment tools available
such as Mirantis Fuel, Compass, Canonical OpenStack Autopilot, etc. that perform
unattended OpenStack deployment. These tools usually have two phases of operation.
First phase involves, provisioning bare metal infrastructure i.e. discovering nodes and
installing operating system, while the second phase involves installing and configuring
OpenStack. The two stages are achieved using a provisioning tool like Cobbler and a
configuration management/ service deployment tool like Puppet, respectively.
Cloud administrators often find it difficult to choose a tool, among the wide
variety of automation tools available in the market to deploy OpenStack. Since there is
no previous work on performance evaluation of such deployment tools, the cloud
administrators are compelled to choose a tool, based on ease of use or its compatibility
with existing cloud management tools being used. The main goal of this thesis is to
evaluate the performance of bare metal OpenStack deployment tools, in terms of
provisioning and deployment times. The analysis may assist the administrators in
opting a tool based on speed of deployment rather than only compatibility.
In this thesis, following tools concerned with OpenStack deployment are analyzed [4]:
 MAAS (Metal as a Service): Treats physical servers as an elastic cloud like
resource, rather than having to manage each server individually [5, 6].
 Foreman - Foreman is a complete lifecycle management tool for physical and
virtual servers [7].
 Juju: Juju is a service orchestration tool, that simplifies the deployment of a
complex or distributed services, through charms [8].
 Mirantis Fuel - Fuel is an open source deployment and management tool for
OpenStack. Makes use of Cobbler and Puppet to deploy OpenStack [9].
 Canonical OpenStack Autopilot - Makes use of Canonical’s Landscape, MAAS
and JUJU to deploy OpenStack. MAAS seamlessly interfaces with Juju.
Landscape is a management tool to automate updates and manage physical,
virtual and cloud-based systems from a single interface [10].
The thesis is performed by S Sai Srinivas Jayapala Vemula and Tarun Aluguri
together.
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1.1

Motivation
The main reason for performing this study is to evaluate performance of different
bare metal Openstack deployment tools. The motive for choosing this topic is that,
automation of OpenStack deployment is extremely necessary and there are several
tools available in the market. Hence, there is a need to know which tool performs
better under different circumstances.

1.2

Problem Statement
Deploying OpenStack manually is tedious and time consuming [3]. Although
installing OpenStack manually will result in a functional OpenStack deployment, it is
not suitable for production environments [11]. There are several tools that deploy
OpenStack while providing automation up to certain level. However, when it comes to
choosing a tool, cloud administrators choose based on its level of automation, ease of
use or interoperability with existing tools being used. They cannot choose a tool based
on speed of deployment, since there is no such previous work done on these lines.
Through this thesis, we eliminate the lack of this third factor, needed while choosing a
tool.

1.3

Aim and Objectives
The aim of the thesis is to analyze the performance of bare metal OpenStack
deployment tools, in terms of deployment time.
Objectives:
 Survey on available bare metal OpenStack deployment tools and choosing
among them the tools that deploy recent release, OpenStack Liberty.
 Literature review on each OpenStack deployment tool selected for analysis,
gather their hardware requirements and setup experimental test-bed.
 Evaluate performance of the tools in different scenarios such as varying the
number of nodes being deployed and resources allocated to the deployment
node.
 Perform experiment and analyze results.

1.4

Research Questions
Following are the Research Questions (RQ) associated with OpenStack
deployment tools that will be addressed by both the students:
1. What bare metal OpenStack deployment tools are available? Can they be
classified based on the way in which OpenStack services are deployed on the
nodes?
2. What is the model of a typical bare metal OpenStack deployment tool?
3. RQ addressed by S Sai Srinivas Jayapala Vemula:
What is the effect of scaling the number of nodes on server provisioning
and OpenStack deployment time?
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4. RQ addressed by Tarun Aluguri:
What is the effect of resources allocated to the deployment node i.e.,
platform hosting the tool, on server provisioning and OpenStack
deployment time?

1.5

Research Method
In general, research may be carried out by literature survey, through simulation,
experimentation or by constructing mathematical models of the elements being
investigated. Since, the tools being analyzed are themselves softwares and hence
difficult to be analyzed by simulation or mathematical models. Literature review is
also not feasible since there is no previous work done in this area. Therefore,
experimentation is the most appropriate research method to carry out the thesis.
RQ 1 will be answered by identifying various tools to deploy OpenStack on bare
metal. Classification of the tools is done based on whether OpenStack services are
deployed on the nodes in parallel or sequential.
RQ 2, 3 and 4 are answered through experimentation, involving following steps:
 Setup the test-bed needed to carry out the study. The setup includes
configuring the target environment and the node used to deploy OpenStack.
 Measuring the time taken to provision bare metal infrastructure and time taken
to deploy OpenStack, for each tool.
 Scripts are written, to measure deployment time by scaling the number of
nodes to be deployed as well as the resources allocated to the node that
deploys OpenStack.
 Resources allocated to the node that deploys OpenStack includes RAM and
processor cores. These resources will be varied while measuring the
deployment time for each tool to be tested.
 The experimental procedure is repeated to obtain a larger data-set and their
statistical behavior is analyzed.

1.6

Expected Outcomes
The following are the expected outcomes from the research:
 Classification of the available bare metal OpenStack deployment tools in
terms of stages of deployment and method of deploying OpenStack services
on the nodes.
 Measuring the times of individual phases involved in deploying OpenStack
using each tool.
 Identifying the effect of varying the number of nodes and deployment node
resources on deployment time.
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1.7

Thesis Outline
Chapter 1, covers the introduction to the research area, motivation for the thesis,
problem statement, aims and objectives, research questions and the contribution of the
work. Chapter 2, includes background knowledge needed to understand the thesis.
Chapter 3 briefly describes the tools considered for the study. Chapter 4, explains the
research method used, experiment test bed and procedure used to carry out the
experiment. Chapter 5 contains the results and analysis. Chapter 6 contains discussion.
Finally, Chapter 7 covers conclusion and future work.
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2

BACKGROUND
This chapter briefly discusses the basic concepts needed to understand the thesis.
Concepts covered include Cloud Computing, OpenStack, Cloud Deployment
Automation and Network Booting.

2.1

Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient and on-demand network
access to a common pool of computing resources such as CPU, storage, bandwidth that
can be rapidly provisioned, configured and released with minimum effort and service
provider interaction [1, 12]. The main objective of cloud computing is to provide
services and resources in a way that is faster and cost-effective. Characteristics of the
cloud computing model are on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource
pooling and rapid elasticity [13].

Figure 2.1 Cloud Service Models [13]
Cloud based service models include Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) as shown in Figure 2.1. In SaaS,
applications are delivered over internet and often called web services. In PaaS model,
providers host development tools on their infrastructure. Customers access these tools
over internet using APIs. In IaaS, the consumers are provided with processing, storage,
network bandwidth and other fundamental resources to which an arbitrary software
can be deployed and hosted. The consumer is given control over the operating system,
storage and the applications deployed, but not on the underlying cloud infrastructure
[1, 12].
Cloud deployment models include Private, Community, Public and Hybrid cloud.
In Private clouds, cloud infrastructure is utilized by a single organization only. In
Community clouds, infrastructure is shared between organizations having common
concerns. In Public clouds, infrastructure exists on the premises of service provider
and is open for use by customers irrespective of the organization they belong to. In
Hybrid clouds, infrastructure is built from two or more distinct cloud infrastructures
Private, Community or Public [1, 13].

2.2

OpenStack
Virtualization is the key technology that aids cloud computing in achieving its
objectives. Implemented through a software called hypervisor, virtualization provides
a layer of abstraction between compute, storage and networking hardware, and
applications running on virtual machines/instances above it [14 – 16]. However, it is
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difficult to manage large datacentres having servers running different hypervisors.
Furthermore, availability of a wide range of vendor based hypervisors, gave cloud
providers flexibility to choose a hypervisor of their choice depending on their
requirement. This constrains the customers from migrating their applications from
existing cloud provider to another when desired. To eliminate these issues and
construct vendor agnostic, easy to manage and consume cloud computing
environment, OpenStack was developed.
OpenStack is an open source project, that enables an organization to create and
offer cloud services independent of the hardware on which they are running. It behaves
like a cloud operating system to build public and private IaaS clouds that control pools
of compute, storage, and networking resources throughout a datacentre. It provides a
simple dashboard called horizon through which administrators can manage the
resources while users can provision resources on demand. It abstracts administrators
and users away from underlying components and allows them to consume those
resources as a service, through a consistent set of RESTful APIs and a common
dashboard. Figure 2.2 shows the basic concept of OpenStack.

Figure 2.2 Concept of OpenStack [2]
OpenStack has 6 core services and 13 optional services. The core services include
Nova, Neutron, Cinder, Swift, Glance, Keystone.
Refer to OpenStack documentation [2] for more information.

2.3

Server Deployment Automation
With more and more organisations moving on to the cloud platform, the cloud
providers are trying to find new ways to automate the cloud. The automation process
includes technologies which when combined will be able to produce any required
cloud infrastructure. With the help of cloud automation tools, you can quickly
provision and manage the equipment in the datacentre. Systems configuration can be
changed on the fly (depending on the demand) using the cloud automation tools.
Intelligent systems architecture can balance the load among compute, network or
storage resources, bringing systems online or offline as the demand changes [17 – 19].

2.3.1

Network Booting

A frequent problem experienced by IT administrators is to ensure that client
systems in their enterprise boot appropriate software images with appropriate
configuration from selected servers in their enterprise. Furthermore, clients should
boot consistently regardless of the vendor of the software and hardware of both client
and server. This goal is achieved through Network booting or Netboot, which is the
concept of provisioning a server from another server on the network rather than local
hard drive.
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2.3.1.1

PXE boot

PXE is a set of pre-boot protocol services within clients to accomplish networkbased booting through industry standard protocols, namely TCP/IP, DHCP and TFTP
[20]. The Network Bootstrap Program (NBP) is downloaded as a part of the PXE boot
process and is capable of interacting with the underlying PXE enabled hardware in the
client.
Figure 2.3 shows the Interaction between NBP and PXE through PXE APIs and
are described below:
 Preboot Services API - Contains several global control and information functions.
 Trivial File Transport Protocol (TFTP) API - For opening and closing of TFTP
connections, as well as writing and reading packets to and from TFTP
connections [20].
 User Datagram Protocol (UDP) API - For opening and closing of TFTP
connections, as well as writing and reading packets to and from a TFTP
connection.
 Universal Network Driver Interface (UNDI) API - Enables basic control of and
I/O through the client’s network interface device. This allows the use of universal
protocol drivers such that the same universal driver can be used on any network
interface that implements this API.

Figure 2.3 Interaction between NBP and PXE
though PXE APIs [21]
PXE client-server protocol is a combination of an extension of DHCP to pass
additional information between the client and server. Network boot with PXE should
be enabled in the client’s BIOS before switching ON the client machine.
Figure 2.4 shows the Client – Server interaction during PXE Boot. The following
are the steps involved during PXE boot:
STEP 1: Client broadcasts a DHCPDISCOVER message with destination port set
to the standard DHCP port (67) and DHCP option field 60 is set to client
architecture and UNDI.
STEP 2: The DHCP service responds by sending a DHCPOFFER message to the
client on the standard DHCP response port (68). In the case of Proxy DHCP
service, the client IP address field is null (0.0.0.0).
14

Figure 2.4 Client - Server interaction during PXE Boot [21]
STEP 3: From the DHCPOFFER received, the client records the following:
 The IP address offered by a standard DHCP service.
 List of boot servers from the boot Server field in DHCPOFFER’s
PXE tags.
 The Discovery Control Options and the Multicast Discovery IP
address (if provided).
STEP 4: If the client selects an IP address offered by a DHCP service, then it
should complete the standard DHCP protocol message exchange. It should send a
request for the address back to the DHCP service and wait for an acknowledgment
from the service.
STEP 5: The client selects a Boot Server and may broadcast, multicast or unicast a
packet depending on the discovery control options included in DHCPOFFER
(STEP 3) containing PXE service extension tags. The packet contains the Boot
Server type in the PXE option field.
STEP 6: The Boot Server responds with a DHCPACK with destination port set to
the client source port and contains Boot file name and TFTP configuration
parameters.
STEP 7: The client downloads the executable file using standard TFTP. The
memory location of the downloaded file depends on client’s CPU architecture.
STEP 8: The client determines whether authentication of the downloaded file is
required. If required, then the client sends another DHCPREQUEST message to
the boot server requesting a credentials file for the recently downloaded boot file.
The credentials file is downloaded via TFTP.
STEP 9: Finally, when the authentication succeeds (or is not required) the client
starts executing the downloaded file i.e. NBP.
For more information refer to PXE specification [21].
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3

TOOLS
This chapter briefly describes the tools considered for the study i.e., Provisioning
tools - MAAS, Cobbler, Foreman and Configuration Management Tools - Puppet and
Juju.

3.1

Provisioning Tools
Provisioning refers to installing an operating system on a physical or virtual
device. Provisioning may be manual or automatic. Network booting, discussed in
previous section is automatic or unattended provisioning. The tasks performed by a
provisioning tool involves gathering facts from target node, configuring the
installation, operating system installation and post installation operations. Firstly, the
provisioning tool gathers facts such as CPU, memory, NICs, power control or
management, hard disk and other details from the target node that are required for the
installation. Secondly, configuring installation involves tasks such as disk partitioning,
network configuration. Now, the operating system installation is performed. Once the
operating system is installed post installation operations such as installing packages
like ssh are performed.
In this section two provisioning tools Cobbler and MAAS are discussed.

3.1.1

Cobbler

When there are thousands of servers that are to be managed it becomes difficult to
manually manage them, so, automation plays a crucial part. Automation helps to
improve repeatability, speed and consistency. Cobbler helps in provisioning servers
from bare metal, or when deploying virtual machines onto various hypervisors [22].
Before we start the installation setting up a network environment may involve may
steps, they are as follows:
 Configure services such as DHCP, DNS, NFS, HTTP, FTP and TFTP.
 Fill the DHCP and TFTP configuration files with client entries.
 Create automatic deployment files such as kickstart and autoinst.
 Extract installation media to HTTP/FTP/NFS repositories.
This process is not easy and will require some manual intervention to complete the
provisioning [23].
Cobbler is a Linux provisioning server that facilitates and automates the networkbased system installation of multiple computer operating systems from a central point
using services such as TFTP, DNS and DHCP. All The response files like kickstart,
pressed are templated. In addition to this it can be integrated with configuration
management tools like puppet and chef.
The structure of cobbler consists of a set of registered objects as shown in Figure
3.1. Each object is represented as an entity and every entity related to another entity. If
an object points towards another object, it can either inherit the data or can override
and add specific information. The following types of objects are defined:
16

 Distribution: It represents an operating system and it contains information about
kernel and initrd.
 Profile: The profile has a kickstart file, it points to repository, distribution and
data such as specific kernel parameters.
 System: it is the machine that is being provisioned. It has the information about
IP, MAC addresses and information about power management such as address,
credentials, type.
 Repository: contains information about a yum or rsync repository.
 Image: The image object can replace a distribution object for files that do not fit
in this category (for example, cannot be divided in kernel and initrd).

Figure 3.1 Cobbler objects relationship [23]
For more information refer to Cobbler documentation [23].

3.1.2

Metal as a Service (MAAS)

Canonical's Metal as a Service (MAAS), is a provisioning software designed to
commission physical servers instantaneously. The key components of a typical MAAS
environment include - Region controller, Rack/Cluster controller(s), Target nodes
(physical servers) [6].
A region controller associates with one or more cluster controllers, each of which
is responsible for contacting the region controller and announce its existence. The
region controller serves as the default cluster controller. MAAS uses Asynchronous
Messaging Protocol (AMP) based RPC mechanism [24]. It connects processes in the
region to processes in the cluster. Optionally, the region and cluster controllers may
manage DNS and DHCP services respectively. TFTP server is hosted by the cluster
controller. When DHCP in the provisioning network is being managed by MAAS, at
least one interface of the nodes to be discovered and managed should to be connected
to the provisioning network. Default DNS service is provided through BIND. BIND is
an open source implementation of DNS protocol [25].
In MAAS, provisioning a server involves Enlistment or registration/discovery,
Commissioning and Deployment. New systems join the pool of servers after
registering with MAAS server through PXE based discovery. After discovery, MAAS
has power control over the nodes. Commissioning a newly discovered node involves
preparing it for service. It involves executing a preseed script and gathering facts such
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as cores, memory, storage, NICs and performs storage partitioning and mounts
partitions. A preseed file is sent to the cloud-init process that starts as a part of node
enlistment, commissioning and provisioning phases. Cloud-init is a package containing
services for initializing cloud instances. It is included in Linux images that are built
with the intention of being launched in cloud environments like OpenStack, AWS etc.
The preseed file is composed of early (pre-install) commands, a URL and credentials
to get the user data. The user data in turn contains majority of the logic to be executed
on the target and late (post-install) commands. A node usually traverses through NEW,
READY, ALLOCATED and DEPLOYED states and occasionally to BROKEN,
RETIRED and MISSING states, as shown in Figure 3.3. A newly discovered node
enters the NEW state.

Figure 3.2 Target Node State Diagram
Once a node is accepted into MAAS and is commissioned, an operating system
can be installed using either Curtin or Debian installer. The Curtin installer installs
Ubuntu faster than Debian installer, the traditional installer. The Curtin installer copies
to the node to be provisioned, a pre-built Ubuntu image which includes all the
necessary packages like ssh-server installed. After adding SSH key to the node,
services can be deployed either manually or through a tool like Juju.
For more information refer MAAS documentation [6].

3.1.3

Foreman

Foreman is a tool for managing complete lifecycle of virtual instances or physical
servers. It provides system administrators the ability to automate repetitive tasks,
application deployment, and manage servers proactively. It is capable of provisioning
bare metal & public or private clouds, can be interfaced with a configuration
management tool such as an ENC for Puppet and Salt, can monitor host configuration
and report host status. Figure 3.4 shows Foreman Architecture, which contains a
foreman instance that is responsible for providing Web GUI, node configurations,
initial host configuration files, etc.

Figure 3.3 Foreman Architecture [7]
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Optionally, the DHCP, DNS and TFTP services can be managed by a SmartProxy. A Smart-Proxy helps foreman in the process of provisioning, configuring and
monitoring a new host. It is responsible for managing remote services such as TFTP,
DHCP, DNS, Puppet, Puppet CA, Chef, etc. Placing the proxy close to a service
minimizes latency in large distributed organizations.
For more information refer Foreman documentation [26].

3.2

Configuration Management Tools
Configuration management tools are based on the principle of Infrastructure as a
Code (IaC). IaC refers to the processes of provisioning, configuration and managing
infrastructure through machine understandable definition files [27]. They are often
called DevOp tools since they support DevOps in achieving their goals more
efficiently. In this section, two configuration management tools, Puppet and Juju that
are analysed in the thesis are described briefly.

3.2.1

Puppet

Puppet is a configuration management tool implemented in Ruby. It provides a
standard way of delivering and operating software. Using puppet, the state of a
software or infrastructure can be defined and applied using a configuration script
written in a Data Modelling Language. Puppet is commonly used in agent-master (or
client-server) architecture for configuring systems, using Puppet master and Puppet
agent applications. It can also be used in a self-contained architecture with the Puppet
apply application [28].
3.2.1.1

Working

Figure 3.5 shows the activities involved in a single puppet run. Puppet run is
performed when a user specifies a change in a specific node’s desired state. Puppet run
is initiated either by server as soon as the change is expressed by the user or when
agent running on the concerned node performs a routine periodic query (when placed
in cron). The puppet agent sends facts such as the nodes current state, etc., to the
puppet server. Puppet server then gathers all classes and data concerned to the node
and compiles it into a catalog.

Figure 3.4 Activities involved in a single Puppet run
A catalog is a configuration script that describes the desired state of a system. It
includes a list of all resources as well as any dependencies between those resources
being managed on the node [28]. This catalog is then applied by the agent to the node.
A report is then sent to the server, which in turn stores it in PuppetDB.
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3.2.2

Juju

In modern environments, applications may often require interaction between
several services in order to accomplish a certain function. For deploying a complex
distributed system like OpenStack, number of services need to be installed, configured
and connected to each other accordingly [29].
Canonical’s Juju is an open source model-driven service orchestration tool, which
allows to deploy, configure, manage and scale applications quickly and efficiently on
the cloud as well as on physical servers [5]. Deploying an application with Juju
involves deploying Juju charms, which is the fundamental mechanism behind the tool
and establishing relations between them.
3.2.2.1

Juju Operation

Juju client is a CLI software that is used to manage Juju. It manages Juju
controllers in a cloud, and is used to issue commands to deploy and manage
applications. Juju controller or state server is a special instance created by Juju in a
cloud or part of a cloud to be managed. It is created during Juju bootstrap stage and
has Juju agent running on it. It is similar to any other Juju bootstrapped machines
except that it can optionally hold Juju GUI or local Juju charms. The Juju controller
also holds the Juju API server and the underlying database. Figure 3.6 shows the
operation of Juju. During Juju bootstrap, a server with the specified constraints is
provisioned (if a provider like MAAS interoperates with Juju) and Juju agent is
installed. Juju charms can be deployed once an environment is bootstrapped.

Figure 3.5 Operation of Juju
3.2.2.2

Juju Charms

Juju charm may be a bash, Perl or Python script or a Chef cookbook, a Puppet
module or an Ansible Playbook. Therefore, Juju charm for a service includes all the
logic or scripts for making configuration files for that service, while the language used
to express the logic is flexible. Each charm is a structured bundle of files usually
composed of metadata, configuration data, hooks and other supporting files.
For more information refer Juju documentation [30].

3.3

OpenStack Deployment Tools
A bare metal OpenStack deployment tool is one that deploys OpenStack on
physical servers including provisioning. In this section, the basic concept behind bare
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metal OpenStack deployment tools, Mirantis Fuel and Canonical’s Autopilot are
discussed.

3.3.1

Model of a typical Bare Metal OpenStack Deployment Tool

The desired characteristics of a bare metal OpenStack deployment tool include
ability to manage bare metal provisioning, full lifecycle management of a node from
discovery, provisioning, operations, to decommissioning, assigning nodes to a cluster,
deploy OpenStack on the cluster, ability to deploy high availability configurations of
OpenStack, ability to scale to thousands of nodes [31].
A Bare metal OpenStack Deployment Tool achieves the objective of deploying
OpenStack on a bare metal server in two stages, as shown in Figure 3.8.
STAGE 1 - Operating system provisioning with the help of a Provisioning Tool like
Cobbler.
STAGE 2 - Deploy OpenStack with the help of a Configuration Management Tool/
Service Deployment tool like Puppet, Juju.

Figure 3.6 Model of a typical Bare Metal OpenStack Deployment Tool
In other words, it is a consolidation of a provisioning tool and a configuration
management tool. Switching from the provisioning tool to the deployment stage may
be automatic or manual. To augment the level automation deployment tools also
provide event logging, lifecycle management and notification functions.

3.3.2

Mirantis Fuel

Fuel is an open source Openstack deployment and management tool. Fuel was
developed as an Openstack community effort, it provides an intuitive, GUI driven
experience for deployment and management of Openstack.
The process of deploying, testing Openstack is time-consuming, complex and
error-prone, Fuel accelerates this process, it can deploy various configuration flavours
of Openstack at scale. Unlike other platform specific deployment tools, Fuel is an
upstream Openstack project that focuses on automating the deployment and testing of
Openstack environment.
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As shown in Figure 3.9, the components of Fuel are:
1.

Web UI: Fuel has a GUI which allows the user to select the environment in
which he wants to deploy the Openstack, edit the network configuration, and
assign roles to the nodes.

2.

OSTF: OSTF stands for Openstack testing framework, after the deployment is
done OSTF provides a set of health checks like smoke, sanity, HA and
additional components tests on all the deployed nodes.

3.

Nailgun: Nailgun is a heart of the fuel project, written in python. It manages
disk volume configuration data, network configuration data, environment
specific data which are necessary for the successful deployment all the required
information is stored in SQL database. It has the right sequence of steps for
provisioning and deployment. It uses Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMPQ) service is used to interact with the workers.

Figure 3.7 Fuel components and architecture [32]

3.3.2.1

4.

Astute: Astute represents Nailgun workers and the function of astute is to run
the task assigned by Nailgun. Astute is a layer which encapsulates all the
interactions with services like cobbler, puppet and provides a universal
asynchronous interface to the services.

5.

Mcollective agents: MCollective agents are just scripts written in Ruby with a
set of procedures. These procedures are actions that the MCollective server can
run like hard drives clearing, network connectivity probing etc

6.

Cobbler: Cobbler installs the base operating system. It uses the DHCP and
TFTP services to network boot the managed node and start the OS installer
according to the user configurations. Refer section 3.1.1 for more information.

7.

Puppet: Puppet is our only deployment service at the moment. It is possible to
create MCollective agent to manage other configuration management
frameworks, such as SaltStack, Chef , etc.[32].
Working

Master node is the main component in the fuel project, it contains all the services
needed for managing the nodes, installing the desired operating system and deploying
the Openstack services to create the cloud. The Nailgun in a restful application and the
user can interact with it using the Fuel web UI or the CLI. Figure 3.10 shows Node
Discovery in Fuel.
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Figure 3.8 Node Discovery [33]
The nodes in the environment when turned on are discovered over the PXE using a
special bootstrap image. The bootstrap image has a script called the Nailgun which is
run on the discovered node to collect all the hardware information and submits it to the
Nailgun on the master node.
Once all the nodes are discovered, the user edits the network configuration, assigns
roles to the discovered nodes and the deployment process is started. After the
deployment is started bu the user the Nailgun service takes all the environment
settings, node configuration and creates a JSON data structure. This message is put in
the RabbitMQ queue, which is taken by one of the Astute workers to deploy the
environment.
First all the nodes are provisioned with the desired operating system. The node is
rebooted using the mcollective agent and cobbler installs the base operating system.
The sequence diagram for OS provisioning is shown in the figure 3.11.

Figure 3.9 Sequence diagram for Operating System provisioning [33]
After the installation of OS on the nodes, Astute starts the Openstack services
deployment. The node configuration file is uploaded to the /etc/astute.yaml. The file
contains all the variables and settings needed for deployment.
Astute puts messages into the RabbitMQ that contains the actions that should be
performed on the managed node. Mcollective servers are started on the bootstrapped
node which receive the message and run the actions on the node. The sequence
diagram of the Openstack cluster deployment is shown in Figure 3.12 [33].
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Figure 3.10 Sequence diagram for Cluster provisioning and deployment [33]

3.3.3

Canonical’s OpenStack Autopilot

Canonical Autopilot is an OpenStack installer that makes use of three tools all
from Canonical, namely, MAAS, Juju and Landscape. It combines industry best
architectural practices of deploying OpenStack. Figure 3.13 shows the Working of
Canonical Autopilot. MAAS and Juju serve the purpose been discussed in the previous
sections. Landscape is a system management tool to administer and audit large pools
of Ubuntu servers. Systems are monitored by Landscape through a management agent
installed on each machine. The agent automatically sends a selected set of essential
health metrics, resource utilization and other data to the Landscape server. Using
Landscape, administrative tasks such as package and repository management, frequent
upgrades, updating packages, etc., can be performed on several machines
simultaneously through an intuitive dashboard [10].

Figure 3.11 Working of Canonical Autopilot
To deploy industry standard production cloud, Canonical Autopilot makes use of
MAAS for automated bare metal provisioning, Juju for deploying OpenStack charms
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and Landscape for administration, monitoring and management of the deployed
OpenStack cluster. Furthermore, advanced system monitoring tools like Nagios can be
integrated with Autopilot using Landscape.

3.3.4

Other tools available

Several bare metal OpenStack deployment tools were identified during literature
review. However, after further investigation it was found that tools other than Mirantis
Fuel and Canonical Autopilot had certain issues. The other tools that were identified
and the issues concerned with them are discussed in this section.
Huawei Compass, a Cobbler and Ansible based deployment tool, was discontinued
since a few years. Its github repository is outdated and repeated requests to the authors
to update the repository remained unsuccessful. HP Helion OpenStack 3 is an
OpenStack Ansible (OSA) based deployment tool. Since it is a proprietary tool a paid
license is needed to use it. Also no free trail was provided. Hence, it could not be
included in the performance analysis. OSP Director is an OpenStack installer to deploy
RedHat OpenStack Platform (RHOP) 9. OSP Director makes use of TripleO for
provisioning nodes and OpenStack Heat to deploy OpenStack. Being a proprietary tool
a paid license is needed to use it. Free trail is available only up to 3 nodes. Hence, it
could not be considered for analysis.
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4

METHODOLOGY
This chapter briefly describes the research method followed, experiment test-bed,
experiment procedure and hardware used to evaluate the performance of the tools.

4.1

Research Method
Research can be carried out using several methods, each of which is designed to
investigate research questions of a specific nature. Research methods are broadly
classified into two categories, Qualitative and Quantitative, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Quantitative research is an objective approach involving collection, analysis, interpret,
and document the results of a study. Analysis of the collected data involves subjecting
it to rigorous statistical treatment [34]. Qualitative research is a subjective approach
involving answering research questions through interviews, observation, etc [35].
Results from qualitative approach are confined to a specific data set and cannot be
generalized unlike results from quantitative approaches [34].
Quantitative research is classified into surveys, correlational analysis,
experimental and casual-comparative research. Surveys gather and analyze
information from questionnaires, polls, etc [36]. Correlational analysis involves
identifying the characteristics of a particular phenomenon based on observation or
correlation between two or more phenomena [34]. Causal-comparative research
involves investigating the interaction between independent variables and their impact
on dependent variables [33, 36]. Experimental approach involves isolating and
controlling every relevant condition that may influence the events being investigated,
so as to observe the effects when the conditions are manipulated. Data obtained from
this approach is more substantial than that obtained from other quantitative methods,
which can be analyzed to have greater insight of the phenomena under research [37].

Figure 4.1 Classification of Research Methods
Survey method is not chosen since, the research questions cannot be answered
through questionnaires and polls. The nature of the research questions in this thesis
require a research method whose outcome is more substantial and generalizable.
Furthermore, to identify the effect of a factor like hardware resources on the
performance of the tools, other factors such as network bandwidth, deployment size,
etc., need to be controlled. Hence, experimental research method is appropriate to
perform the thesis.

4.2

Experiment Test-bed
Figure 4.2 shows the Experiment Test-bed. It consists of an admin node i.e.
deployment node on which the tools are installed and eight nodes on which desired
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deployments were done. The specifications of the admin node and target nodes are
listed in Table 4.1. KVM (Kernel based Virtual Machine) hypervisor is installed on the
deployment node and each tool is installed in a separate Ubuntu 14.04LTS virtual
machine on KVM. This ensures flexibility in changing the resources provided to the
deployment node during experimentation. All the nodes have two NICs, one connected
to the internet and the other connected to the management network. In the management
network the deployment node acts like the DHCP, TFTP server. The nodes are
connected using a Gigabit switch for our experiment we have used Netgear GS116 and
HP Procurve Switch 1400-8G. To eliminate the effect of unwanted network traffic,
operating system images, OpenStack packages and other necessary files needed to
perform an offline deployment are made available to the target nodes by maintaining a
local repository/ mirror of the files on the deployment node. For example, Ubuntu
14.04LTS netboot image and packages such as ssh for provisioning and Puppet
modules (Mirantis Fuel) and Juju charms (Canonical Autopilot) for OpenStack
deployment, are download to the deployment node before starting the experiment.

Figure 4.2 Experiment Test-bed

4.2.1

Hardware Used

Table 4.1 and 4.2 shows the Specifications of the Hardware and version of the
tools used during the experimentation.

Table 4.1 Hardware Specification
Node

Server Model

No. of nodes

Deployment Node
OpenStack Nodes
Controller
Controller - Storage
Compute - Storage
Compute
Storage

Dell PowerEdge R715

1

Dell PowerEdge R415
Dell PowerEdge R220
Dell PowerEdge R415
Dell PowerEdge R415
Dell PowerEdge R415

1
2
1
2
2

Specifications per node
Hard Disk
CPU(s) RAM (GB)
No. of disks
Size
32
128
1
1 TB
6
4
6
8
4

32
32
32
32
16

1
2
2
1
2

1 TB
1 TB + 40GB
1 TB + 40GB
1TB
1 TB + 40GB

NIC(s)

Operating System

4

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS

4
4
4
4
4

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
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Table 4.2 Tool versions

Tool
Version
MAAS
1.9.1
Mirantis Fuel
8
Foreman
1.12.2
Canonical Openstack 0.99.28

4.3

Performance Metrics
The performance metrics that we calculate are, the total time required to complete
bare metal OpenStack deployment as well as bare metal provisioning time. Since,
provisioning is a one of the important phases in bare metal OpenStack deployment, it
is measured separately so as to identify what portion of total time is consumed by
provisioning phase. Firstly, time taken by MAAS, Fuel and Foreman to provision
Ubuntu 14.04LTS is measured, while varying the numbers of nodes, followed by
varying the resources to deployment node. Similarly, time taken by Mirantis Fuel and
Canonical Autopilot to deploy OpenStack Liberty on bare metal servers is measured,
while varying the numbers of nodes, followed by varying the resources to deployment
node. It is to be noted that time measured in the latter case includes provisioning time.

4.4

Experiment Procedure
The bare metal OpenStack deployment times of Mirantis Fuel and Canonical
Autopilot tools are measured for 4 OpenStack scenarios 1 - 4 as shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 OpenStack Configurations deployed

OpenStack Scenario Total Nodes
Scenario - 1

3

Scenario - 2

5

Scenario - 3

7

Scenario - 4

8

Roles
No. of nodes
Controller, Storage
2
Compute, Storage
1
Control, Storage
2
Compute, Storage
1
Compute
2
Controller, Storage
2
Compute, Storage
1
Compute
2
Storage
2
Controller
1
Controller, Storage
2
Compute, Storage
1
Compute
2
Storage
2

Scenario 4 is an 8 node High Availability (HA) scenario. A HA cluster is one that
supports applications that are to be reliably utilized with minimum downtime. In other
words, HA systems seek to minimize system downtime and data loss [38]. The times
are measured for the 4 scenarios while varying the resources provided to deployment
node i.e., cores and RAM. Here onwards a combination of resources will be addressed
as a ‘case’. Cores are varied among 8, 12, 16 and 24, while RAM is varied from 8GB
to 32GB in steps of 8 i.e., 8, 16, 24, 32GB. Therefore, there are a total of 15 resource
case - OpenStack scenario combinations (1 combination, 8 cores – 8GB RAM is
redundant), each of which is measured 13 times.
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Figure 4.3 Flow chart representing experiment procedure
Figure 4.3 shows a flow chart representing the procedure followed while
performing the experiment. Discovery, provisioning and deployment operations are
performed through CLI of the tools. For example, consider 24 cores and 8GB RAM
case. The deployment node is configured with 24 cores and 8 GB RAM. Furthermore,
an OpenStack scenario is chosen, say 7 nodes. Now, the deployment for the chosen
case and OpenStack scenario is done 13 times, each run giving discovery, provisioning
and deployment times. During each run following operations are performed –
provision nodes, deploy OpenStack, delete OpenStack, write values to results file and
delete nodes from tool’s node pool. These operations are performed through a shell
script. After each run, deployment node is rebooted to clear memory and bring the
system to its initial state. After completion of 13 runs, the next OpenStack scenario is
chosen. Similarly, after completion of all OpenStack scenarios, the next case begins
i.e. cores and RAM of deployment node is changed and the process continues until all
OpenStack scenarios for all resource cases is measured.
The same procedure is followed while measuring operating system provisioning
time for MAAS, Mirantis Fuel and Foreman, except that the shell script will not
include OpenStack part i.e., deploy and delete OpenStack.
Since, provisioning and bare metal deployment times are very high for most of the
tools, only 13 runs could be taken.
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5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chapter discusses the statistical parameters chosen, results and analysis for
Operating System provisioning time and bare metal Openstack deployment time.

5.1

Statistical parameters
The average value is calculated using the formula given below,

Where,

is mean,
∑Xi is sum of all data values,
N is number of all data values

The Standard deviation is calculated using the formula given below,

Where,

is standard deviation,
is variance,
is mean,
Xi is each data value,
N is number of all data values

Confidence Interval (CI) is an interval estimate of the population parameter. CI
indicates the precision in the measurements made. especially
When sample size is small (i.e. less than 30) or when population standard deviation
is not known Student’s t-distribution is used. CI half-size for Student’s tdistribution is calculated using the formula given below,

Where,

is mean,
is standard deviation,
t is the percentile of t-distribution. For 95% CI half-size α = 0.05 is the
sample mean
N is the number of values in the population.

Since each metric in each case/ scenario is measured 13 times (i.e., < 30),
Student’s t-distribution is chosen to express the precision of the measurements made.
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5.2

Operating System provisioning time
Table 5.1 shows Operating System provisioning time of Mirantis Fuel, MAAS and
Foreman for various resource cases and number of nodes.

Table 5.1 Operating System provisioning times (in secs)
Resources Nodes
Cores - 8
RAM - 8GB

Cores - 12
RAM - 8GB

Cores - 16
RAM - 8Gb

Cores - 24
RAM - 8GB

3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8

Resources Nodes
Cores - 8
RAM - 8GB

Cores - 8
RAM -16GB

Cores - 8
RAM - 24GB

Cores - 8
RAM - 32GB

3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8

Min
2088
2110
2300
2546
1999
2190
2252
2409
1628
1908
2069
2107
1599
1825
1980
2066

Min
2088
2110
2300
2546
1951
2093
2213
2324
1760
1919
2094
2254
1653
1808
1927
2065

Mirantis Fuel
Max Average SD
2232 2163
64
2328 2215
102
2502 2407
92
2737 2648
88
2188 2087
86
2376 2278
84
2390 2319
61
2556 2478
65
1793 1715
77
2039 1970
59
2255 2161
85
2331 2226
105
1790 1687
88
1993 1911
77
2141 2053
71
2193 2132
56

Mirantis Fuel
Max Average SD
2232 2163
64
2328 2215
102
2502 2407
92
2737 2648
88
2087 2023
65
2268 2185
79
2344 2277
60
2501 2403
82
1838 1802
32
2043 1990
53
2228 2159
60
2427 2336
81
1835 1743
83
1939 1868
57
2097 2017
77
2219 2146
70

CI
39
62
56
53
52
51
37
39
47
36
51
63
53
47
43
34

CI
39
62
56
53
39
48
36
50
19
32
36
49
50
34
47
42

Min
821
917
1210
1286
810
947
1097
1237
829
964
1076
1140
812
896
1021
1139

Min
821
917
1210
1286
842
948
1159
1281
821
957
1066
1247
834
947
1099
1190

MAAS
Max Average
980
896
1097 1012
1317 1267
1441 1361
961
884
1067 1010
1263 1188
1356 1301
944
885
1040 1000
1186 1128
1249 1197
931
868
1073
991
1184 1104
1219 1182

MAAS
Max Average
980
896
1097 1012
1317 1267
1441 1361
951
896
1046 990
1281 1216
1399 1339
948
879
1045 999
1203 1127
1345 1300
927
879
1057 998
1172 1138
1306 1245

SD
73
80
44
74
69
52
74
57
50
32
50
49
52
80
76
35

SD
73
80
44
74
46
30
55
51
50
36
53
40
37
50
28
48

CI
44
48
27
45
42
31
45
34
30
19
30
30
31
48
46
21

CI
44
49
26
45
28
18
33
31
30
22
32
24
22
30
17
29

Min
2253
2650
3118
3407
2051
2432
2830
3050
1874
2290
2540
2854
1669
2173
2483
2690

Min
2253
2650
3118
3407
2224
2503
3009
3228
2050
2356
2894
3121
1976
2288
2724
3085

Foreman
Max Average
2391 2325
2846 2747
3225 3167
3583 3505
2323 2175
2716 2578
3088 2968
3352 3192
2099 1990
2615 2438
2869 2691
3139 2986
1946 1819
2370 2259
2743 2625
2995 2852

Foreman
Max Average
2391 2325
2846 2747
3225 3167
3583 3505
2425 2315
2757 2620
3204 3109
3462 3332
2174 2114
2471 2410
3100 2991
3269 3197
2141 2049
2506 2393
2950 2815
3201 3144

SD
62
87
47
81
126
132
119
139
104
150
155
131
126
87
117
141

SD
62
88
47
82
92
120
88
109
55
49
94
65
75
101
104
49

CI
37
53
28
49
76
80
72
84
63
91
94
79
76
53
71
85

CI
38
53
28
49
56
73
53
66
33
29
57
39
45
61
63
30
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5.2.1

Effect of varying number of nodes

Figure 5.1 Provisioning time vs No. of nodes with
varying cores & 8GB RAM
In Table 5.1, consider 12 cores - 8GB RAM case. It can be observed that as the
number of nodes increases from 3 to 8, provisioning time also increases. However, the
increase is more in foreman when compared to Fuel and MAAS. Similarly, the
increase is more in Fuel than in MAAS. However, in all cases provisioning time of
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MAAS is very less when compared Fuel and Forman. These trends hold true for all
resources cases. Figure 5.1 shows graphs for Operating system provisioning time vs
No. of nodes for resource cases involving varying cores and 8 GB RAM provided to
deployment node. Figure A – 1 in Appendix shows graphs for Operating system
provisioning time vs No. of nodes with varying cores and 8 GB RAM provided to
deployment node.

5.3

OpenStack deployment time
Table 5.2 shows bare metal OpenStack deployment time of Mirantis Fuel and
Canonical Autopilot for various resource cases and number of nodes.

Table 5.2 Bare metal OpenStack deployment times (in secs)
Resources
Cores - 8
RAM - 8GB

Cores - 12
RAM - 8GB

Cores - 16
RAM - 8GB

Cores - 24
RAM - 8GB

Resources
Cores - 8
RAM - 8GB

Cores - 8
RAM - 16GB

Cores - 8
RAM - 24GB

Cores - 8
RAM - 32GB

Nodes OpenStack Scenario
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8

Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4
Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4
Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4
Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4

Nodes OpenStack Scenario
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8
3
5
7
8

Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4
Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4
Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4
Scenario - 1
Scenario - 2
Scenario - 3
Scenario - 4

Min
6843
7136
7611
7942
6645
6957
7145
7621
6432
6846
7019
7385
6010
6663
6868
7193

Max
7181
7514
7995
8303
6981
7296
7497
7905
6758
7201
7336
7677
6360
7031
7214
7506

Mirantis Fuel
Average
SD
7018
160
7328
179
7792
181
8119
168
6818
151
7137
162
7308
152
7747
122
6586
147
7013
165
7170
140
7529
127
6176
169
6834
174
7052
165
7363
148

CI
97
108
109
102
91
98
92
74
89
100
85
77
102
105
100
89

Min
6843
7136
7611
7942
6861
7028
7654
7796
6656
6942
7542
7715
6550
6826
7368
7619

Mirantis Fuel
Max Average
SD
7181
7018
160
7514
7328
179
7995
7792
181
8303
8119
168
7134
7008
131
7415
7239
185
7896
7783
113
8094
7935
141
6942
6813
135
7265
7093
154
7760
7659
102
8067
7900
168
6855
6691
143
7062
6925
110
7655
7502
135
7959
7774
161

CI
97
108
109
102
79
112
68
85
82
93
62
101
87
67
82
97

Min
3390
3739
4339
5540
3106
3401
4022
5038
2935
3375
3711
4859
2830
3205
3530
4678

Min
3390
3739
4339
5540
3358
3634
4242
5433
3227
3523
4094
5191
3112
3347
3976
4982

Canonical Autopilot
Max Average
SD
3705
3531
147
4075
3897
158
4635
4496
136
5877
5719
160
3478
3274
164
3803
3599
177
4384
4194
156
5423
5219
171
3288
3102
157
3686
3533
136
3997
3859
128
5231
5058
166
3215
3032
179
3512
3373
139
3887
3709
163
5051
4874
173

CI
89
95
82
97
99
107
94
103
95
82
77
100
108
84
98
105

Canonical Autopilot
Max Average
SD
3705
3531
147
4075
3897
158
4635
4496
136
5877
5719
160
3569
3475
96
3945
3765
147
4480
4355
114
5703
5572
129
3476
3337
117
3785
3646
123
4352
4233
121
5544
5351
167
3343
3221
107
3663
3497
149
4247
4102
128
5379
5162
190

CI
89
96
82
97
58
89
69
78
71
75
73
101
65
90
77
115
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5.3.1

Effect of varying OpenStack scenario

Figure 5.2 OpenStack deployment time vs OpenStack scenario
with varying cores & 8GB RAM
From Table 5.2, consider 8 cores - 16GB RAM case. It can be observed that as
OpenStack scenario changes from 1 to 4, deployment time increases. However, the
increase in deployment time for both the tools is similar. Furthermore, in all resource
cases, Canonical Autopilot takes less time than Mirantis Fuel. These trends hold true
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for all resource cases. Figure 5.4 shows graphs for Bare metal OpenStack deployment
time vs OpenStack scenario for resource cases involving varying cores and 8GB RAM
provided to deployment node. Figure A – 2 in Appendix shows graphs for Bare metal
OpenStack deployment time vs OpenStack scenario, by varying RAM with Cores
fixed at 8.
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DISCUSSION
As explained in section 3.5.2, MAAS uses Curtin installer while Fuel and Foreman
use the traditional Debian installer. The Curtin installer is faster than the Debian
installer. Therefore, provisioning time taken by MAAS is much less when compared to
fuel and foreman.
There are two reasons for Canonical Autopilot to outperform Mirantis Fuel in all
resource cases and OpenStack scenarios. Firstly, Autopilot deploys OpenStack
services as Juju charms with the help of Juju. Juju deploys charms in parallel. Once the
charms are deployed relation are established. Whereas in case of Fuel, nodes are
grouped based on roles assigned. Once nodes are grouped deployment starts from the
node group having only ‘controller’ role followed by only ‘compute’ and finally
‘storage’ nodes. However, nodes within a group are deployed in parallel. Nodes having
same roles are deployed in parallel. For example, in Fuel all compute nodes are
deployed in parallel while all storage nodes wait, whereas in Autopilot all nodes (or
services) are deployed in parallel. Secondly, Autopilot provisions nodes using MAAS
whereas Fuel using cobbler which use Curtin and Debian installers respectively. This
further improves the performance of Canonical Autopilot over Mirantis Fuel.
In all cases, operating system provisioning time increases as number of nodes
increase. One possible reason for this effect is division of network bandwidth between
the nodes. As the number of nodes increases, available network bandwidth per node
decreases. Therefore, nodes take more time to download required files (operating
system image, packages, etc.) from the deployment node holding a local repository of
all the components needed for provisioning.
Furthermore, in all cases bare metal OpenStack deployment time increases from
scenario-1 to scenario-4. One reason for this effect could be due to increase in number
of nodes and complexity of OpenStack cluster from scenario - 1 to 4.
Similarly, the times for provisioning and deployment decreases with increase in
resources (both cores and/ or RAM) allocated to the deployment node. This may be
due to more processing power available to the TFTP/ HTTP servers that provide
operating system images and OpenStack packages.
From the Figures 5.1 and 5.2 as well as Figures A-1 to A-6 it can be observed that,
the increase in provisioning and deployment times due to increase in number of nodes/
OpenStack complexity can be compensated to a certain extent by increasing the
resources (cores and RAM) provided to the deployment node. However, for a certain
OpenStack scenario/ nodes the amount of increase in these times converge as the
resources are increased. This shows that the benefit of increasing the resources is only
up to a certain extent beyond which the effect of increasing the resources on the times
is preserved (steady state).
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
From experimentation and analysis, it can be observed that provisioning time of
MAAS is less than Mirantis Fuel and Foreman since MAAS uses Curtin installer while
the other tools use traditional Debian installer. The Curtin installer is an image based
installer and copies a pre-built Ubuntu image to the node to be provisioned and hence
performs faster than Debian installer. Also, as number of nodes increases provisioning
time for all the tools increases with the increase being more for Foreman than Fuel and
least for MAAS.
Similarly, bare metal OpenStack deployment time of Canonical Autopilot is less
than Mirantis Fuel by significant amount in all cases. This is due to faster provisioning
by MAAS coupled with parallel OpenStack service deployment by Juju. Furthermore,
as the complexity of OpenStack deployment in terms of number of OpenStack nodes
and OpenStack cluster deployed increases, total deployment time also increases for
both tools.

7.1

Answers to RQs
RQ.1 What bare metal OpenStack deployment tools are available? Can they be
classified based on method of deploying OpenStack services?
The bare metal OpenStack deployment tools that are identified during the
literature review are Mirantis Fuel, Foreman, Canonical Autopilot, Huawei
Compass, HP Helion OpenStack and RedHat OpenStack Platform (RHOP).
On further investigation it was found that tools other than Mirantis Fuel and
Canonical Autopilot had certain issues as discussed in section 3.3.4.
Tools can also be classified based on whether OpenStack services are
deployed in parallel as in Canonical Autopilot or sequential as in Mirantis
Fuel.
RQ.2

Can a typical bare metal OpenStack deployment tool be modelled?
A typical OpenStack deployment tool has two stage, operating system
provisioning and OpenStack services deployment as shown in Figure 3.8.
Operating system provisioning is done by a provisioning tool while
OpenStack deployment is done by a configuration management tool. Mirantis
Fuel uses Cobbler and Puppet while Canonical Autopilot uses MAAS and Juju
for provisioning and deployment respectively. However, in both tools
provisioning and deployment stages are configured at the beginning of the
entire process of OpenStack deployment.

RQ.3 What is the effect of scaling the number of nodes on server provisioning and
OpenStack deployment time?
As number of nodes increases, provisioning time increases for MAAS, Fuel
and Foreman. However, the increase is small in the case of MAAS than Fuel
and Foreman. Furthermore, since MAAS uses Curtin installer, provisioning
time of MAAS is less when compared to Fuel and Forman which use the
traditional Debian installer.
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Canonical Autopilot uses MAAS and Juju while Mirantis Fuel uses Cobbler
and Puppet for performing bare metal OpenStack deployment. As OpenStack
scenario changes from 1 to 4, number of nodes as well as complexity of
deployment increases as shown in Table 4.3. From Table 5.2 it is evident that
OpenStack deployment time increases with the increase in number of
OpenStack nodes.

7.2

Future work
The research is mainly concerned with analyzing the provisioning and deployment
times of the tools. Further breakdown and analysis of provisioning and deployment
times to determine time taken by each sub-phase involved. This helps in identifying
steps that consume more time, and hence can be optimized for better performance.
Since, Curtin and Debian installers show significant impact on provisioning times,
they can be analyzed in detail.
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APPENDIX
1. Operating System Provisioning Time
a. Effect of varying number of nodes on provisioning time with deployment
node running on 8 cores and varying RAM.

Figure A - 1 Provisioning time vs No. of nodes for varying RAM and 8 cores
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b. Effect of varying number of cores provided to deployment node on operating
system provisioning time.

Figure A - 2 Provisioning time vs number of Cores
for varying no. of nodes
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c. Effect of varying RAM provided to deployment node on operating system
provisioning time.

Figure A - 3 Provisioning time vs RAM
for varying no. of nodes
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2. OpenStack Deployment Time
a. Effect of varying number of OpenStack nodes/ Scenario on OpenStack
deployment time with deployment node running on 8 cores and varying
RAM.

Figure A - 4 OpenStack deployment time vs OpenStack scenario
for varying RAM and 8 cores
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b. Effect of varying cores provided to deployment node on OpenStack
deployment time.

Figure A - 5 OpenStack deployment time vs number of Cores
for different OpenStack scenarios
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c. Effect of varying RAM provided to deployment node on OpenStack
deployment time.

Figure A - 6 OpenStack deployment time vs RAM
for different OpenStack scenarios
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